Mechanism
of effective irrigation water use
in the farms with small areas

The development of methods relating to the work with water users
groups in lands with small areas and Sokolok Canal (Kyrgyzstan) is as
an example of it. Working procedure with water users groups.
One of the requirements of effective water use while irrigating crops is
rated water supply to the field. The farms with irrigating areas of more
than 10 ha, as it is widespread in Uzbekistan and partially in Tajikistan and
Kyrgyzstan, are provided with rated water supply by means of organizing
the water resources accounting and irrigation regime planning. Farms
with small areas (up to 1 hectare) are widespread in Osh region. The water
use planning is provided by the Water Users Associations only up to the
subcommand canal connected with taps of water users. The water supply
rating for each tap is not provided; water discharge for each tap is not fixed
due to the lack of water-measuring devices and posts. The water distribution between the water users is made occasionally; each water user
applies the irrigation water at their own discretion without any control
and/or discipline, agreement or turn. As a result, the water planning organizations are deprived to control the time and volume of water used, water
users are deprived to get the required volume of water timely, especially it
impacts on the water users located downstream not only within the
subcommand canal, but also within the bounds of taps.
In order to resolve the problem, within the framework of IWRM-Fergana
Project a group of SIC ICWC experts has performed the work on adjusting the technique of effective irrigation water use based on the example
of Sokolok Canal at “Japalak” WUA.
The analysis of water distribution from Sokolok Canal results:
? WUA hydrometers deliver water up to each tap only;
? Water allocation is done by the water users themselves within the
bounds of tap;
? There are conflicts among the water users when water is distributed;
? Taps are not equipped with water-measuring devices;
? Water account and payment is made by WUA on the base of
calculating the crop area - when 1 ì3 of water costs 0,04 som the price
for 1 hectar is set as of 400 som that corresponds to the volume of
water used in 1000ì3/hectare;
? Recording of the irrigated area is not almost made.

Technique of effective irrigation water use in the farms with small
areas based on the water intake recording and payment for the actually used volume of water, made by each farmer, instead of existing
payment per hectare
Step 1. It is necessary to organize mobilization and explanatory work with
water users of each tap. During the explanatory work it is necessary to
detect the problems of each water user relating to the irrigation water use,
estimate how far the given method solves the problems. Each water user
should understand the advantage and benefits of the method given.
- It is necessary to pay attention to the following questions during the
work with farmers:
? how each water user gets water;
? through whom he/she gets water;
? whether he/she gets enough water;
? whether each water user gets the irrigation water permanently, i.e.
whether the water supply stops sometimes during the water application;
? how far the water distribution between the water users is fair;
? what kind of costs the water users bear for the water used.
- The following advantages and benefits of the given method are
necessary to explain to each farmer:
? guaranteed and permanent consumption of the required water achieved
by means of the received water account on the tap bound;
? fair water distribution through the organized turn on the base of
agreement between all members of tap;
? saving of financial assets by means of transition from hectare-based
payment to the payment based on the used water volume.
- It is necessary to conduct a meeting with farmers of each tap together
with director and WUA hydrometer and discuss the following questions:
? problems relating to the water distribution, terms of receiving, discharge, permanence and equity of water receiving by each farmer;
? organizing the water account on the tap bound;
? organizing the received water account by each water user;
? transition to the payment based on the used volume of water;
? election of tap's leader whose functions include water receiving on the
tap bound, water account and distribution between members, who use the

water, and account of water received by each water user, collection of
payment from each water user for the water used by him/her;
? drawing up the general agreement for the tap on receiving the irrigation
water made by the leader on behalf of all water users and director of WUA
on the base of acceptance-transfer reports;
Step 2. Installation of water-measuring device and organization of
water account at the tap.
1. Installation of water-measuring device. WUA specialists install
water-measuring device at the tap (Chipoletti or Thomson spillways or
SANIIRI chute), preferably with blocked gate at the inlet. The payment for
installation and spillway or materials for a chute is discussed by the water
use members of tap with WUA administration.
2. Organization of water account at the tap. Water account at the tap is
made by means of measuring of water discharge with the help of watermeasuring device from the start of water supply into tap. First of all, at the
moment of water-supply both WUA hydrometer and leader of tap should be
available. Both representatives do measuring of level in the spillway and
chute by using the water-measuring device, define the discharge as per table
and then they write down the number of tap, type of water-measuring device,
time of water-supply start, spillway's level and water discharge in their acceptance books. WUA hydrometer and the leader of tap sign in the books.

“Mirab” and Leader of the tap sign in the recording book
of water receiving every ten days.
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Step 3. Drawing up the contract with WUA
By mutual consent on the general meeting of farmers and WUA administration the leader of the tap, on behalf of water users, draws up the agreement with Water Users Association:
1. on the irrigation water supply according to the plan of water use;
2. on the account of water supplied in the point of tap along with drawing
up the acceptance report by the leader of tap and transfer by the WUA hydrometer;
3. on the payment for the volume of water used by each water user on the
base of “Recording book of irrigation water used by the water users»
which is filled by the leader of the tap and represented to the WUA administration. Indication of the total volume used by all water users is registered, coordinated and signed by the WUA hydrometer.
Step 4. Distribution among the water users of water received in the
head of tap.
The Leader of the tap distributes the water among the water users. First of
all, on the general meeting the leader of the tap agrees with all water users
on:
? consent of turn when irrigation is performed by the water users;
? Farmers accept the way of distribution and turn of water use which are
fixed by the leader of the tap.
The technique of water distribution among the water users
1. The distribution is made on the base of structure of areas under crops and
volume in the head of the tap.
2. On the base of acceptance report with WUA the leader gets information
on the water discharge and measures it with WUA hydrometer. The
measured discharge, date and time are written in the acceptance report.
3. The Leader of the tap calculates the area which can be covered by the water received in the head of the tap. For this purpose he defines the quantity
of simultaneously irrigated furrows where the received water can be distributed to.
For example: The water discharge in the head of the tap is made
Qîòâ = 30 l/s, the discharge into a furrow is qá = 0, 5 l/s, thus the quantity
of simultaneously irrigated furrows will form:
Qîòâ: qá = 30 l/s: 0, 5 l/s = 60 irrigated furrows

Knowing the number of furrows, the leader defines the turn of water users.
Someone can have 10 furrows in the whole field, someone – 20, someone more than 60 depending on the field area. It is possible to divide by 10
furrows and include 6 water users regardless the area. In this case the one
who has only ten irrigation furrows copes with watering one time, the one
who has 20 furrows performs the irrigation twice and the one who has 60
furrows irrigate 6 times. It is desirable for those who have a lager area to
supply water for more quantity of furrows than for those who have smaller
area. According to the quantity of furrows the leader estimates to whom
and how much water he has distributed and then, based on the time of
using, how much water was used by the water user and fix the volume of
water to be paid by each water user.
For example: the water user has 20 irrigation furrows, the leader of the tap
supplies the water based on the estimation as of qá = 0,5 l/s per furrow, so
for 20 furrows it will form:
0,5 l/s * 20 = 10 l/s
4. The leader of the tap keeps records in the “Recording book of irrigation
water used by the water users” on water supply to each water user
(Table2). In the recording book the leader marks a surname of the wateruser, date and time of water receiving, the quantity of furrows covered by
one irrigation, rated water discharge into one furrow for this land, total
volume of water discharge supplied to the field, final time for irrigation,
total time of irrigation (i.e. duration of irrigation), total volume of water
used, signature of water user and the leader of the tap.
The quantity of furrows is defined according to the furrows available in the
field. The leader of the tap together with the farmer surveys a field and
marks the quantity of furrows in the field. The quantity of furrows for the
first and simultaneous irrigation is defined by the leader himself depending on the water discharge which he will receive from the canal and coordinates this quantity with farmer. Depending on the quantity of simultaneously irrigated furrows and total quantity of furrows, the irrigation
frequency rate is defined – for example, a farmer has only 75 irrigation
furrows, the leader and the farmer come to an agreement to irrigate 25
furrows simultaneously that means that farmer receives the certain
amount of water which is sufficient for 25 furrows.
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Table 2

Initially the farmer irrigates 25 furrows, then having finished the
irrigation moves to the following 25 furrows and having finished the
irrigation of the second group of furrows moves to irrigate the following
25 furrows. Therefore, it takes 6 hours to farmer for irrigation of 25
furrows and 18 hours for 75 furrows. So, the amount of water allocated to
him will be used during 18 hours. Only after the ending of irrigation he
informs the leader (in advance) and stops water receiving from the leader.
The leader transfers this released amount of water to another farmer.
5. How to define what rate and time is necessary to supply water to the
water users.
The irrigation rate for any crop is defined on the base of hydro module
zoning where soil-meliorative conditions of the irrigated land are estimated. This information in details is available in the WUA administration.
The leader of the tap should have irrigation rates for all crops cultivated on
his land. He takes this information from hydro-technician or director of
WUA before the irrigation season starts.

Duration of watering is defined according to tables given below
Table 3
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The duration in the table shows how much time is necessary to supply the
water into furrow in order to supply the required irrigation rate. If
irrigation water is supplied simultaneously to 25 furrows than the duration
for all 25 furrows will be the same. To use this table it is necessary to know
the furrow width which is actually always known and, in the majority of
cases, especially for the Osh area, it makes 0, 6 m. It is necessary to know
the furrow length that is known for each field too. The water discharge into
a furrow is unknown. The water discharge into furrow can be accepted
proceeding from the recommended values for various soils. Table 6 shows
the values received by the IWRM-Fergana Project for various combinations of soils and slopes.
The approach, described above, was used in on Sokolok Canal of
«Japalak» WUA.
As a result of using this approach the agreement between all water users
has been achieved within the tap bound and the conflicts on water use have
resolved in 2006. After the ending of irrigation each water user applied to
the head urgently and stopped the water supply to his field. The basic role
in such discipline played the transition to the payment based on the volume
of water used and its account by each water user, instead of former one
when the payment was done as per hectare of the irrigated area. As a result
both saving of water and payment for the used water have been achieved.
Big water losses and low efficiency on the small areas in the Osh area of
Kyrgyzstan is a result of unorganized and uncontrolled water supply and
use by the water users. Reduction of losses and fair water distribution to
each water user are provided by methods allowing involving the water user
to save the water supplied to him/her and only in those terms when there is
a need in it. By studying this situation it is found out that the water users
paying for the irrigated area are equalized irrespective of the fact that
someone uses more water and someone is less.
In this case the payment for one hectare of area makes 400 soms ($10) at
the cost for 1000 m3 is 40 soms ($1). It turns out that each water user paid
for 10000 m3/hectare. The experiences made by the project on the
demonstration sites have shown that the irrigation rate, for example for
winter wheat, does not exceed 4000 m3/hectare which is 2,5 times less than
the water for which the water users pay when a payment is made for 1
hectare of the irrigated area.
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Comparative analysis of payment for water and water use on tap 2 of canal Sokolok
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On any questions you can address at SIC ICWC:
the head of activity - Muhamedzhanov Shukhrat Shakirovich.

Address: Tashkent-187, Karasu-4-11
Phone: 2652557
Fax: 2651654
e-mail: shukhrat_m@icwc-aral.uz
www.icwc-aral.uz
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